The British Ragdoll Cat Club 8th Championship show 18th April 2010
Thank you for the invitation to judge once again, after the cancellation due to
bad weather in January, this day was dry warm and sunny. Carol Kemp came
especially to steward for me and we had a pleasant day among the beautiful
Ragdolls, thank you for marking up my catalogue Carol.

AC or Pattern Premier Male Ragdoll

1st & GPC Stacey’s UK & IGR PR CHEHAM CANTONA (66) MN 26.02.1998
A 12 year old seal colourpointed Ragdoll male of quality, he is strong and
muscular, a well boned imposing exhibit, heavy set with a broad chest. The head
is broad with flat plane, good width between the seal brown ears, ears showing
the desired slight forward tilt. The nose is medium in length the profile showing
a gentle dip and is slightly retrousse at the tip. Firm chin and level bite.
Expressive well opened medium blue eyes, slightly oblique in their set. Well
developed cheeks and rounded muzzle. The full seal brown mask extends across
the well developed cheeks, the mask is connected to the ears by tracings.
Substantially boned medium length legs and strong well tufted paws. Points
colouring to the legs a uniform rich seal brown. Long and bushy seal brown tail,
this tapers towards the tip and easily reaches the shoulders. Full length dark
beige body coat, this is dense and soft, he has a full masculine neck and chest
ruff and knickerbockers. A fine ambassador of the Ragdoll breed, groomed to
perfection, possessing a calm and confident show temperament.
2nd RGPC Lawrence’s IGR PR SONNYWOOD BOSSA NOVA (66a) MN
13.05.2000
Almost 10 year old blue colourpointed Ragdoll of very good type, another strong
and imposing exhibit, long and muscular body, heavy in set with a broad chest.
Broad head with flat plane, medium size greyish blue ears set well apart on the
head. The ears showing the desired slight forward tilt. Large well opened eyes
of clear blue, they are slightly oblique in set. Correct profile, this is slightly
retrousse at the tip. Strong rounded muzzle, level bite and firm chin. Full
greyish blue mask this covers the well developed cheeks and is connected to the
ears by tracings. Substantially boned medium length legs, large round and well
tufted paws, the points colouring a uniform greyish blue. Full bluish white body
coat, just a little coarse on the lower back today. Full neck ruff and
knickerbockers. Well furnished greyish blue tail to balance his long body.
Expertly presented for the show, a little grumpy whilst being handled – after all,
we did disturb his sleep.

AC or Pattern Premier Female Ragdoll

1st & GPC Davies CH & IGR PR SONNYWOOD NUTMEG (66e) FN 20.05.2002
Not quite 8 years old seal tortie Ragdoll female of excellent type, she is long in
the body and has substantial boning. Broad head with flat plane, there is good
width between the medium size ears. The ears show the desired slight forward
tilt. Well developed cheeks and rounded muzzle, level bite and firm chin.
Expressive large well opened eyes of deep blue, placed well apart and slightly
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oblique in their set. Medium length nose, showing the required gentle dip, this is
slightly retrousse at the tip. Full seal brown face mask, intermingled with shades
of red. Medium length substantially boned legs and large well tufted paws. Points
colouring to the legs seal brown clearly intermingled with shades of light and
dark red. Well furnished seal brown tail, also showing the required shades of
red, this easily reaching the shoulders. Medium length plush beige body coat,
this has been well prepared and is silky soft. Full neck ruff and knickerbockers.
Always a pleasure to judge this ‘lady’ she knows she is beautiful and certainly
knows how to present herself. A Delightful feminine exhibit.
2nd & RGPC Bullock’s PR QUARENTO PUSSY GALORE (66 31) FN 14.10.2006
A 3 years 4 months old seal bi-colour Ragdoll of very good type, shown in good
condition she is a good size and well boned. Broad head showing flat plane, well
placed medium sized ears, these showing the desired slight forward tilt. Well
developed muzzle , the nose is slightly retrousse viewed in profile, level bite and
firm chin. Large well opened eyes set well apart, they are pale blue in colour and
slightly oblique in set. The mask shows a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white, this
extends down covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the
mask is seal brown. Well boned medium length legs, the legs and well tufted
paws are white. The bib chest and underbody is white. Predominately beige
body coat, medium in length and well presented for the show. Medium length
neck and chest ruff and full knickerbockers. I like her look very much, I do not
like however her unpredictable temperament and she was lucky to receive the
Reserve Grand today.

AC Bi-Colour Neuter Male – now exhibitors you really did give me a
headache, thank you for this large challenging class.

I finally awarded Best of Breed to Skilling’s PR RUBICATZ CODERED (66 31f)
MN 01.06.2005 a cream bicolour gentleman, presented to perfection and
generating excellent contrasts despite the soft colouring, well done.
1st & PC Leigh’s CHICCATS ZERO (66 31a) MN 21.09.2008
An 18 months old blue bi colour Ragdoll of very good type, size and boning. Long
and muscular body, with a short neck and a broad chest. The head is broad and
shows a flat plane. Medium bluish grey ears set well apart and showing the
correct slight forward tilt. Well developed cheeks and a rounded well developed
muzzle, level bite and firm chin. Slight dip to the nose profile and retrousse at
the tip. Expressive well opened medium blue eyes set well apart and slightly
oblique in their set. The mask shows a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white, this
extends down covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the
mask is bluish grey. The chin, bib, chest and underbody is white. Medium length
legs of substantial boning, strong well tufted white paws and white legs, back
legs white to the level of the underbody. Thick predominately pale beige body
coat full neck ruff and knickerbockers. The coat has been well groomed but
going through a moult at present and I suspect difficult to manage – so well done
on presentation. Well furnished bluish grey long tail to balance the body, slightly
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tapering toward the tip. He looked so much better out of his pen than in it, I
don’t think it helped when the penning company had to come over and adjust the
catch as we simply could not undo the thing! Placid and patient temperament.
2nd Back’s DORCLISE SHOOTING STAR (66 31a) MN 07.11.2008
Almost 18 months old blue bi colour young man with much maturing still to do,
however pleasing both in type and boning. The head is broad and shows a flat
plane. Medium bluish grey ears are set well apart and show the desired slight
forward tilt. There is a small amount of white behind the right ear. Fairly well
developed cheeks and a rounded muzzle, level bite and firm chin. Medium length
nose, which is slightly retrousse at the tip. Expressive well opened deep blue
eyes set well apart and slightly oblique in their set. The mask shows a balanced
inverted ‘V’ of white, this extends down and covers the nose, whisker pads and
chin. The remainder of the mask is bluish grey. The bib, chest and underbody is
white, clean and well groomed. Medium length pure white legs of substantial
boning, strong well tufted paws. Plush and thick predominately pale beige body
coat, short neck ruff and knickerbockers. Good length bluish grey tail to balance
his young strong and muscular body. Another young man with an excellent show
temperament.
3rd Lynch’s PR MAGISRAGIS PERSEPHONE (66 31) MN 04.10.2008
An 18 months old seal bi colour Ragdoll of quite good type, he is well grown long
bodied and muscular. Broad head showing flat plane, medium size seal brown
ears tending to dominate his facial features today. Well opened and expressive
medium blue eyes set well apart. Medium length nose, profile shows a slight dip
and is retrousse at the tip. Strong rounded muzzle, cheeks still developing, level
bite and firm chin. The mask shows a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white, this extends
down and covers the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the mask is
seal brown. The bib, chest and underbody is white, the substantially boned legs
are white. A small amount of seal colouring coming down at the top of the front
legs. Medium length well prepared predominately dark beige body coat, this is a
little coarse across the lower back area at present. Short neck ruff and
knickerbockers. Well furnished seal brown tail, this tapers towards the tip and
easily reaches to the shoulders. Excellent friendly nature to this exhibit.

AC Bi-Colour Neuter Female

1st & PC Bradley’s GR PR VONVARDA KA CHINA (66 31a) FN 10.05.2007
Almost 3 years old blue bi-colour lady of very good type, she is long strong and
muscular yet retains her femininity. Excellent broad head with flat plane, the
medium size bluish grey ears showing the desired slight forward tilt are set well
apart on the head. Well opened and expressive medium blue eyes, these are
slightly oblique in set. Strong and rounded muzzle and well developed cheeks,
level bite and firm chin. The mask shows a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white from
the forehead down across the nose, whisker pads and chin. Medium length nose,
which is slightly retrousse at the tip. Medium length substantially boned legs,
these are
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white to the level of the underbody. Predominantly bluish white body coat, a
little shaded today, but showing more than adequate contrasts. The coat is a
good length, she has a neck ruff and full knickerbockers, China has been well
groomed for the show today. Good length bluish grey tail which tapers towards
the tip to balance her long body. Excellent temperament I did like her type very
much.
2nd Fletcher’s RAGMEWS MOTOWN MAGIC (66 31) FN 16.04.2009
Just a year old this seal bi-colour Ragdoll female, who today I felt was rather
fine boned for this breed; the breed can take considerable time to mature so
hopefully all will come together as she develops further. Long in the body, head
rather narrow today, flat plane apparent. The seal brown ears dominating her
features at present and not showing the desired slight forward tilt. The muzzle
and cheeks still developing, nose profile showing a slight dip and it is retrousse
at the tip. Level bite and firm chin. Large eyes of pale blue, they are slightly
oblique in their set. The mask has a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white from the
forehead covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. The bib chest and underbody
are white, the medium length legs are white to the level of the underbody.
Rather a short but thick body coat, predominantly dark beige and feeling a little
coarse across the shoulders. Good length well furnished seal brown tail to
balance. Lovely playful nature to this exhibit.

AC or Pattern Radius Adult Male or Female

1st Kobylska’s HAPPYTYME LUNA FAIRY (66) F 25.04.2009
I have always admired this lovely Ragdoll who at just 1 year old shows excellent
balance. Good broad head with flat plane, she just for me has that Ragdoll ‘look’
Excellent preparation and a lovely nature.
2nd Dunstall’s CH ELANESSE ANOUSHKA (66) F 08.12.2006
A 3 year old seal colourpointed Ragdoll of quite good type, strong and well
boned.
Pen 24 would not handle

AC or Pattern Maiden Kitten – my book did state male, but for some reason
this class was both male and female
1st Back’s DORCLISE SWEETASCANDY (66w) F 28.07.2009
2nd Hassett’s TUMBLERAG JULIET HAPPYTYME (66w) F 12.08.2009
3rd Ryan’s SARAGGS BY-THEWAY (66 31g) F 08.08.2009

Any Pattern Red Series Kitten

1st Ryan’s SARAGGS BY-THEWAY (66 31g) F 08.08.2009
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AC or Pattern Breeders Neuter Male

1st Preece’s PR WENLOCKEDGE BUSTER (66a) MN 21.11.2005
A blue colourpointed Ragdoll male neuter of very good type, lovely broad head, I
would prefer a little more strength to the muzzle.
2nd Back’s DORCLISE SHOOTING STAR (66 31a) MN 07.11.2008
3rd Lynch’s PR MAGISRAGIS PERSEPHONE (66 31) MN 04.10.2008
X 3rd Fitten’s FINEARTE MYSTIC MERLYN (66 31a) MN 11.07.2008

AC or Pattern Special Limit Neuter, Male or Female

1st Scheepstra’s CATSROOL LUCY LIU (66w) FN 27.04.2009
A lovely 1 year old seal mitted Ragdoll female of outstanding type, size and
boning. Broad head with flat plane, excellent deep blue expressive eyes, a
promising exhibit.
2nd Fletcher’s PR HAPPINESS RUDOLPH (66fw) MN 27.09.2007
3rd Clarke’s RAGSHAVEN MR SWEATBEASTIE (66a) MN 17.04.2009

The British Ragdoll Cat Club Any Ragdoll Adult Male (a)

1st Haworth’s IGR CH DIZZIPAWS BRUCE (66) M 02.08.2006
A seal colourpointed masculine exhibit, and my honour to award him Best Male
Adult in show
2nd Percival’s IGR CH BLEUGEMS TEDDIE BEAR (66 31) M 08.08.2007
Another favourite of mine
3rd Davies GR CH RAGSHAVEN BUSTERS LEGACY (66 31a) M 27.03.2005

The British Ragdoll Cat Club Any Ragdoll Adult Male (b)

1st Metcalfe’s CH HIGHVIEW DIAMOND (66) M 23.08.2008
2nd Lye’s HOLLYGRAM UPTOWNMAN (66aw) M 15.07.2009
3rd Lancashire’s HAPPYTYME SECRET LIASON (66a) M 17.05.2009

Progressive Ragdoll Cat Club AC Mitted Adult, Kitten or Neuter

1st Scheepstra’s CATSROOL LUCY LIU (66w) FN 27.04.2009
2nd Lye’s HOLLYGRAM UPTOWNMAN (66aw) M 15.07.2009
3rd Marjason’s CHICCATS CLOVERWERMARBEAR (66w) F 13.09.2008
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